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Surface Adhesive Forces: A Metric Describing
the Drag-Reducing Effects of Superhydrophobic Coatings
Mengjiao Cheng, Mengmeng Song, Hongyu Dong, and Feng Shi*
Since the report of Barthlott and Neinhuis on the lotus
effect,[1,2] research on superhydrophobic materials with
extreme surface wettability has received significant interest
in the nanosciences, with three major development stages. In
the early stage, various methods for fabricating superhydrophobic surfaces were proposed by combining suitable surface
roughness and low surface energy coatings.[3–5] To promote
such superhydrophobic materials from a passive state to an
active state, smart surfaces with reversible transformations
between superhydrophobicity and superhydrophilicity were
then realized.[6–8] Currently, in the third stage, the functions
and applications of superhydrophobic surfaces or materials
have been the primary focus,[9] such as self-cleaning coatings,[10–13] antireflective coatings,[14] water/oil separation,[15,16]
anti-icing surfaces,[17] drag reduction,[18] etc. Among the
proposed applications, fluidic drag reduction is the most
promising method for practical use and has drawn wide
attention.[18–26] For example, Bhushan et al. obtained a drag
reduction rate of up to 29% by combining the lotus effect for
superhydrophobicity and the shark skin effect for anisotropic
flow.[26] We previously mimicked the legs of a water strider
using layer-by-layer assembly and electrochemical deposition of millimeter-scale gold thread, which resulted in a 70%
increase in velocity on water.[27] To clarify the remarkable
drag-reducing effects on small objects at low velocities, we
have also improved the moving velocity by up to 49.1% on
macroscopic model ships with a feature length of 33 cm.[18]
However, the debate continues as to whether superhydrophobic coatings are effective in reducing drag because,
in some cases, the use of superhydrophobic surfaces has led
to an increase in drag.[28,29] For example, Steinberger et al.
fabricated superhydrophobic surfaces with regular arrays of
micrometer-sized, cylindrical holes and demonstrated that
microbubbles trapped on this surface could increase friction,
exhibiting a sticky boundary layer rather than a slippery layer,
as measured by nanorheology.[28] However, in these nanorheology measurements, a water/glycerol mixture was used
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as the testing liquid, which might affect the wetting properties of the superhydrophobic surfaces. In addition, Lu’s group
reported superhydrophobic coatings with microstructures on
glass balls that exhibited a drag increase effect under water
while displaying a drag reduction phenomenon for motion
on the water surface.[29] The discrepancy regarding whether
superhydrophobic coatings reduce drag may be caused by
the different evaluation methods employed to determine the
drag-reducing effects. Evaluations of flow velocity or slippery
boundary layer length are strongly dependent on the flow
properties (e.g., quantity, viscosity, and surface tension).[30]
Assessments conducted by measuring the velocities of
moving vehicles primarily focus on the effects of superhydrophobic coatings on nearby water layers and directly reflect
the drag-reducing effects on the movement of vehicles on or
under the water surface. However, the fabrication of homogeneous superhydrophobic coatings on curved vehicles with
large areas is not a simple task, and thus, sample preparation
for this type of evaluation is difficult.
Therefore, to summarize the above-mentioned debates,
challenges still remain in developing facile and universal
evaluation methods that can accurately determine the
effects of various irregular superhydrophobic surfaces on
drag reduction. Here, we propose a metric for evaluating the
water adhesive force to accurately predict the drag-reducing
properties of a superhydrophobic coating based on the water
capture status during assessment, whether it leads to drag
reduction (no water captured) or drag increase (water captured). To confirm the metric, we fabricated three typical
superhydrophobic coatings on model ships and tested their
sailing velocities. The results demonstrate that the water
adhesive force curves reflected the water capture status of
the tested superhydrophobic substrates and determined the
drag reduction (no water captured) or drag increase (water
captured) results for our sailing experiments. Moreover, for
the drag-reducing cases, if the water adhesive force value was
small, the drag reduction efficiency of the superhydrophobic
coatings increased, which corresponded well with our sailing
experiment results.
We fabricated three types of superhydrophobic coatings following similar procedures. For the first coating, polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) prepolymer was mixed with a curing
agent at a mass ratio of 10:1. After removing the bubbles
under vacuum, the viscous PDMS mixture fluid was painted
onto the exposed hull of model ships. The self-flowing property of the PDMS fluid promoted the formation of a homogeneous film, which was partly cured by heating for a short
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duration such that the surface remained
tacky. Then commercially available copper
particles were adhered to the tacky PDMS
surface and further immobilized by curing
the PDMS in an oven at 65 °C overnight,
during which rough structure formed by
the irregularly dispersed copper particles.
Since the purchased copper particle itself
presented hydrophobicity (Figure S1a)
and low surface energy (Table S1), the
copper particles deposited on PDMS surface had a rough structure and a low-surface-energy coating (Figure S2, Table S2),
which led to the superhydrophobicity of
the coating. After washing away microscale particles that had not adhered, the
first superhydrophobic coating type was
complete, denoted as PDMS+Cu. For the
second superhydrophobic surface, we
replaced the copper particles with iron
particles (Figure S1b) in the above fabrication process to obtain a surface with
poorer
superhydrophobicity
(labeled
PDMS+Fe) because the copper particles
have a lower surface energy than the iron
particles (Table S1). Steinberger et al. used
rough structures with holes;[28] however, it
is difficult to construct hole structures with
the above method. Thus, we treated the
PDMS+Fe surface with hydrochloric acid
Figure 1. SEM images of substrates with a) and b) a PDMS+Cu coating, c) and d) a PDMS+Fe,
to etch the iron particles, forming micro- and e) and f) a PDMS+Fe-etched coating. The insets of a), c), and e) display corresponding
cavities on the PDMS surface to obtain CA measurements.
the third superhydrophobic coating type,
termed as PDMS+Fe-etched.
We used scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and con- inset of Figure 1a, the as-prepared PDMS+Cu surface had a
tact angle (CA) measurements to characterize the surface contact angle of 151° (with a roll-off angle of 17°), indicating
morphology and wettability, respectively. The PDMS+Cu sur- the superhydrophobicity of the surface and low CA hysterface was fully covered by dendritic aggregates, which agglom- esis.[32] The PDMS+Fe surface exhibited multiple layers of
erated to form three-dimensional (3D) structures, as shown in large blocks with irregular shapes that fully occupied the
Figure 1a. The magnified section in Figure 1b shows that these surface, as shown in Figure 1c, and the magnified image of
aggregates were randomly scattered on the surface, appearing the aggregates shown in Figure 1d reveals that the particles
as strings of particles that were connected and firmly entan- were contained within the blocks and aggregated into bungled as large bundles. These 3D hierarchical aggregates led dles of different sizes, forming a hierarchical structure with a
to a sufficient surface roughness, forming a superhydrophobic high surface roughness. Because the iron particles also possurface as interpreted by the Cassie-Baxter equation:[31] sess hydrophobic properties (see Figure S1b), the surface
cosθr = f1cosθ1+f2cosθ2, where θr represents the apparent CA, energy was low enough to exhibit superhydrophobicity, with
f1 and f2 denote the proportions of liquid-solid and liquid- a contact angle of 151°, as shown in the inset of Figure 1c.
air contacting areas, respectively, θ1 and θ2 are the intrinsic Therefore, the PDMS+Fe coating provided a superhydroliquid-solid and air-solid CAs, respectively, and f1+f2 = 1. phobic surface with high CA hysteresis, resulting in strong
Considering θ1 as a constant for a specific surface and θ2 as water adhesion to the surface, which is generally regarded
π for the air-solid contact, the equation can be simplified as as unfavorable for drag reduction. Due to the etching of the
a positive correlation between θr and f2, i.e., cosθr = cosθ1- originally embedded iron particles, the coating was composed
(cosθ1+1)f2, suggesting that the apparent CA increases with of a continuous film and had a sponge-like porous structure
the liquid-air fraction. Therefore, hierarchical structures with irregular cavities of various sizes (Figure 1e). The magniwith increased roughness are advantageous for increasing fied image in Figure 1f demonstrates that there were almost
the liquid-air contacting proportion. In addition, the pres- no residual particles on the film, leaving vacant holes or fragence of outermost copper particles coated with low surface ments of PDMS film randomly distributed on the surface.
energy species is favorable for reducing θ1, which promotes Unlike the other two surfaces, which possessed protruding
superhydrophobicity with a high θr value. As shown in the aggregates, the etched surface had a porous structure with
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deep cavities. The low surface energy of PDMS is expected
to be favorable for superhydrophobicity, and the inset of
Figure 1e shows that this surface had a CA of 150° (with a
roll-off angle greater than 90°).
The PDMS+Cu surface exhibited a small roll-off angle of
17°, whereas both the PDMS+Fe and PDMS+Fe-etched surfaces (i.e., with and without etching, respectively) exhibited a
larger roll-off angle of 90°. A small water roll-off angle suggests that the surface may exhibit less drag. The roll-off angle
of the PDMS+Cu was similar to that reported in our previous
work,[18] in which the surface also exhibited a significant dragreducing effect. Additionally, it has been reported that large
water roll-off angles (high CA hysteresis) increase the hydrodynamic drag, and indeed, some reports have used CA hysteresis as a criterion to determine the drag-reducing effects of
superhydrophobic surfaces.[21,33–35] The rough surfaces of the
PDMS+Cu and PDMS+Fe coatings both led to protruding
aggregates above the PDMS matrix, whereas the morphology
of the PDMS+Fe-etched surface exhibited numerous etched
cavities beneath the PDMS surface. The latter may be advantageous in capturing water when compared with the former
and thus may lead to increased friction. The PDMS+Feetched surface was similar to the patterned arrays of cylinder
holes reported by Steinberger,[28] presenting a rough structure of cavities below the PDMS surface.
To investigate the effects of the water roll-off angle
and surface morphology on drag, we measured the average
sailing velocity of model ships (32.5 cm × 5.5 cm × 4.5 cm)
with the three above-mentioned coatings on the hulls. All
three model ships were identically powered, and the experiments were performed in a container with dimensions of 6 m
× 0.6 m × 0.3 m (Figure 2). Each model ship sailed next to a

Figure 2. Photographs of the model ships before and after modification
with different superhydrophobic coatings: a) and a’) PDMS+Cu, c) and
c’) PDMS+Fe, and e) and e’) PDMS+Fe-etched. b), d), and f) Images of
sailing experiments as the model ships shown in a’), c’), and e) reached
the finish line ahead of the ships shown in a), c), and e’), respectively.
small 2015, 11, No. 14, 1665–1671

control model ship with an untreated surface. To ensure that
the model ships moved in a straight line and to avoid interference between adjacent ships, we placed iron threads above
the surface of the water to guide and control the trajectories
of the ships. To minimize additional friction, we attached the
model ships to a “rail” using nylon thread (Scheme S1). Each
experiment was repeated multiple times, and the results were
averaged.
For the model ships modified with the PDMS+Cu coating,
the surfaces turned from the original gray to a uniform brown
color due to the incorporation of copper particles, as shown
in Figures 2a and 2a’. When we immersed the model ships
into the water, a sparkling reflection was observed in the
submerged hull region (see Figure S3a), which is attributed
to the Plastron effect of the superhydrophobic coating;[21]
this observation is consistent with the presence of numerous
curved water–gas interfaces at the surface of the hull.
The sailing tests were conducted as follows. The motors
of bare and modified-hull ships were both switched on while
the positions of the ships were fixed at the starting line.
These ships were then released simultaneously, allowing
them to move along the guide rails on water surface. The
PDMS+Cu model ship reached the finish line 1.4 m ahead
of the control ship with an untreated surface, as shown in
Figure 2b. The time taken to complete the 6-m journey (19 s
for the untreated ship and 15 s for the ship with a PDMS+Cu
coating) was used to calculate the drag-reducing effect by
comparing the average velocities of the two model ships:
(Vsuperhydrophbic – Vuntreated)/Vuntreated × 100%. The PDMS+Cu
coating showed a drag-reducing effect of 26.7%. As shown in
Figures 2c and 2c’, the PDMS+Fe surface caused the model
ship to change in color from light to dark gray. The superhydrophobicity of this coating arises from the Plastron effect, as
shown in Figure S3b. In the sailing experiment, the distance
between these two ships was approximately 1 m when the
superhydrophobic ship reached the finish line (Figure 2d);
the time to complete the voyage was 16 s and 19 s for the
superhydrophobic PDMS+Fe model ship and the control
ship, respectively, with a calculated drag reduction efficiency
of 18.7%. This result is contrary to the expectation from the
CA hysteresis metric, in which a highly water adhesive surface was thought to be disadvantageous for drag reduction
and would result in a drag increase.[36] For the PDMS+Feetched surface, the coating appeared light gray (Figure 2e
and 2e’). Although this surface was also superhydrophobic
(see Figure S3c), the ship with the PDMS+Fe-etched surface
was slower than the untreated model ship; the time to complete the voyage was 19 s and 22 s for the control and superhydrophobic model ships, respectively. As shown in Figure 2f,
the untreated model ship reached the finish line ahead of the
ship with a superhydrophobic coating, and the PDMS+Feetched surface exhibited a drag-increasing effect of 13.6%.
Based on the observations of our sailing experiments, we
can conclude that not all of the superhydrophobic coatings
exhibited drag-reducing effects. The superhydrophobic surface with a small roll-off angle was effective in reducing drag;
however, the two surfaces with large water roll-off angles
demonstrated opposite results. The PDMS+Fe coating exhibited a drag-reducing effect, whereas the PDMS+Fe-etched
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Scheme 1. Photographs of the a) dynamic CA-measuring device and b) local amplification of the water droplet above the superhydrophobic
substrate. c–f) An illustration of the process for measuring the adhesive force.

surface exhibited a drag-increasing effect. Hence, the CA
hysteresis metric confronted a paradox: two types of superhydrophobic surfaces with identically high CA hysteresis
values (roll-off angles of larger than 90°) exhibited opposite
drag-reducing and drag-increasing effects. Thus, the challenge
still remains to develop a metric that can precisely predict the
effect of superhydrophobic coatings on drag reduction and to
further clarify the corresponding mechanism.
Therefore, we further investigated the water adhesive
behaviors of the above three superhydrophobic coatings
because, during sailing, friction is primarily determined by
the contact mode of the liquid–solid–gas interface, i.e., by the
contours at the interfaces. We proposed that the role of the
adhesive force at the surface is the dominant mechanism in
determining the drag-reducing effect of a superhydrophobic
coating. We measured the adhesive forces of water droplets
on the three superhydrophobic surfaces using a dynamic CAmeasuring device. The principle of the device is illustrated in
Scheme 1. A water droplet is placed on a metal circle with
a diameter of 2 mm, which is connected to a microbalance
detector by a metal thread. To reduce collisions and systematic error, a soft sponge plate forms a connection between

the metal circle and the thread. The substrate is placed on a
movable stage, which drives the substrate upwards or downwards at a constant speed. The motor brings the substrate
into contact with the suspended water droplet (Scheme 1c,d),
further interacts to ensure sufficient contact for water adhesion (Scheme 1e), and detaches to indicate the adhesive force
values in the detaching process (Scheme 1f). In the above
procedure, the force change is plotted as the weight change
on the microbalance versus the position of the stage.
A typical force curve of water adhesion on a PDMS+Cu
substrate is shown in Figure 3a. Prior to making contact
with the suspended hydrophobic surface, the substrate was
raised into the air by the stage; the change in weight was
zero as the stage was moved. Upon contacting the water
droplet, the force decreased sharply because the weight of
the water droplet was supported by the substrate. To ensure
sufficient contact between the water droplets and the substrates, the stage was set to move upwards for 0.1 mm, which
is smaller than the radius of the droplet, after making contact. During this process, the water droplet was slightly compressed because the superhydrophobic substrate could not
be wetted. Subsequently, the stage moved downward to its

Figure 3. Adhesive force as a function of motor position for the a) PDMS+Cu coating, b) PDMS+Fe, and c) PDMS+Fe-etched coating. Detachment of
the water droplet from each substrate is indicated by the dashed arrows. d-f) The corresponding local magnification of a-c).
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original position, which caused the water droplet to detach
from the substrate. In the return process, the force grew rapidly; when detachment occurred, the weight reached a peak,
which is indicative of the adhesive force between the water
droplet and the substrate. If any adhesion occurred between
the substrate and the water droplet, the force for the detachment process would suggest the strength of the adhesive
force at the maximum value of the force curve. Following
detachment, the force returned to zero, indicating that both
the water droplet and the substrate returned to their original
states.
For the PDMS+Cu substrate (Figure 3a), the maximum
force (1.3 × 10−5 N, calculated by multiplying by gravitational acceleration) was relatively small, and the detachment process was rapid, as shown by the narrow peak,
indicating a small adhesive force between the substrate and
the water. The PDMS+Fe surface exhibited a maximum force
(1.1 × 10−4 N) that was 8.5 times that of the PDMS+Cu surface and presented a slower detachment process, as shown by
the broad peak in Figure 3b. This increased adhesive force
value, together with the slow detachment, suggests a strong
adhesion towards water and supports the result in which the
PDMS+Fe coating showed a lower drag-reducing efficiency
in comparison to the PDMS+Cu coating. The PDMS+Feetched substrate displayed a maximum force (1.4 × 10−4 N)
that was larger than those of the other two substrates and a
broader detachment peak, as shown in Figure 3c. Unlike the
former two cases, the force for the PDMS+Fe-etched surface
was negative following detachment, indicating that part of
the water droplet remained on the substrate.
This variation in adhesive force supports our hypothesis that the cavities on the PDMS+Fe-etched surface are
favorable for capturing water. The PDMS+Cu, PDMS+Fe,
and etched PDMS+Fe surfaces exhibited adhesive forces of
1.3 × 10−5 N, 1.1 × 10−4 N, and 1.4 × 10−4 N, respectively. However, because the water droplet was partially captured by
the surface, the calculated adhesive force for the PDMS+Feetched surface underestimates the strength of this interaction.
The variation in adhesive force correlates with the dragreducing effects of the coatings. Although roll-off angles (CA
hysteresis) provide some information on the water adherence, the adhesive force measurements were more strongly
correlated with the drag-reducing effects of the hydrophobic
coating.
To further investigate the water adhesion status, we carefully evaluated the suspended water droplet after its complete
detachment by magnifying the adhesive force curve near
zero (Figure 3d−f). Figure 3f shows that the final force values
are negative instead of zero, suggesting a reduced amount
of water in the water droplet after the contact-detachment
process. In this short measurement process of less than 30 s
with a relatively closed device system, water evaporation was
neglected because no water loss was detected in the other
two superhydrophobic surface cases (Figure 3d, e). Therefore,
we can infer that the lost water was captured by the superhydrophobic surface. The status of whether water was captured by the superhydrophobic surface determined whether
the coating was favorable for drag reduction. In this situation,
the superhydrophobic PDMS+Cu and PDMS+Fe surfaces,
small 2015, 11, No. 14, 1665–1671

without any water capture, achieved drag-reducing efficiencies of 26.7% and 18.7%, respectively. The PDMS+Fe-etched
surface, which captured water, displayed a drag-increasing
effect, with an efficiency of 13.6%. The actual water adhesion
force on the PDMS+Fe-etched surface should be larger than
the observed value because part of the detachment process
occurred within the water instead of between the water and
solid.
Based on the water adhesive force curves, the mechanisms of the drag-reducing or drag-increasing effect were
further explored using the Wenzel and Cassie modes for
liquid-water contact. For the Wenzel mode, cosθr = rcosθ,
where θr is the apparent CA, r represents the roughness
factor, and θ denotes the intrinsic CA for which a liquid
completely wets a solid surface in contact.[37] As no air layer
exists between the liquid and solid in the Wenzel mode, no
slippery boundary layer for drag reduction exists. In contrast,
the rough surface favors a drag increase according to Newton's law of viscosity (the shear stress value is proportional to
the numerical velocity gradient) because the increased solidwater surface contact contributes to a larger velocity gradient and thus leads to increased shear stress and drag. For
the superhydrophobic surface with water capture, the watersolid contacting mode is regarded as a Wenzel mode because
the water-penetrating process into the rough surface is not
reversible,[38,39] i.e., not all of the water can be extracted
out of the cavities of the rough structures, thus resulting in
water capture under the Wenzel mode. Several reports have
also considered the Wenzel mode to be disadvantageous for
drag reduction.[36,39] Therefore, the PDMS+Fe-etched superhydrophobic surface presents drag-increasing results due
to the Wenzel contact mode indicated from the water adhesion force curve. The concave surface morphology of the
PDMS+Fe-etched coating with numerous etched cavities, as
shown in Figure 1e&f, is especially advantageous for water
capture. For the PDMS+Cu surface, the low water adhesion indicates the Cassie contacting mode, which is generally
regarded as drag reducing due to the ease with which water
can roll off and the large slippery boundary layer length.[36,39]
A transition exhibiting a mixed Cassie-Wenzel mode exists, in
which part of the rough structure is wetted and part is filled
with air bubbles.[39] The wetted part of the Wenzel mode displays adhesive features, while the lubricant part of the Cassie
mode is favorable for water extraction. For this reason, the
PDMS+Fe surface exhibited a slow separation from its water
droplet, but no residual water was captured by the surface, as
indicated in Figure 3e. The non-Wenzel state suggested by the
no-water-capture status thus displayed a drag-reducing result.
Water adhesive force measurements may therefore be a
better method for determining the drag-reducing effects of
superhydrophobic surfaces when compared to CA hysteresis
measurements. For superhydrophobic surfaces with large
roll-off angles (high CA hysteresis), an adhesive force curve
can provide additional information: the final adhesive force
values following contact/detachment (i.e., returning to zero or
becoming negative), together with the maximum detachment
force, can quantify the water adherence. If the final force
following detachment is negative, the surface is expected
to exhibit poor drag-reducing effects (possibly exhibiting
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drag-increasing effects) because this negative force indicates
that water remains on the surface. The maximum detachment
force can be used to quantify the water adhesive property if
the final force is zero, and in this case, a superhydrophobic
surface is expected to reduce drag. Furthermore, a smaller
maximum force corresponds to greater drag-reducing effects.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the evaluation
of water adhesive force can be used as a novel metric for
precisely determining the drag-reducing effects of superhydrophobic coatings. The water capture status and water adhesive force values at detachment can be used to determine
the drag-reducing (no water captured) or drag-increasing
(water captured) effects of superhydrophobic surfaces, which
can be interpreted by the Cassie and Wenzel modes, respectively. We fabricated three superhydrophobic surfaces exhibiting different water adherence properties and investigated
their drag-reducing effects on model ships. The contact and
roll-off angle measurements were not well correlated with
the drag-reducing effects; however, the water adhesive force
measurement results correlated strongly with the drag measurements. Furthermore, partial capture of the water droplets
during the adhesive force measurements was observed for
the superhydrophobic coatings that displayed an increased
drag. Therefore, we believe that water adhesion force measurements provide a facile and versatile method for evaluating the drag-reducing properties of most superhydrophobic
coatings and should be used as a criterion for determining
the drag-reducing effects of superhydrophobic coatings. In
addition, the fabrication of superhydrophobic coatings on
curved surfaces with large areas is significant for directly
demonstrating drag-reducing effects through a comparison of
moving velocity.

partly cured by heating for 20 min at 65 °C. Copper or iron particles
were spread onto the sticky PDMS surface and further cured in an
oven at 65 °C for 4 h. After washing away particles that had not
adhered, three types of superhydrophobic surfaces were obtained:
PDMS+Cu, PDMS+Fe, and PDMS+Fe-etched, which was prepared
by immersing the PDMS+Fe surface in hydrochloric acid (0.5 M) for
7 days.
Measurements of Water Adhesive Forces of the As-prepared
Superhydrophobic Surfaces: Firstly the superhydrophobic coatings
of PDMS+Cu, PDMS+Fe and PDMS+Fe-etched were prepared on
glass slides, respectively. Secondly the superhydrophobic surface
was placed on the testing table of DCAT11 instrument and a water
droplet (about 5 µL) was dropped onto a ring made of platinumiridium with a diameter about 2 mm (accessory of DCAT11). The
ring with water droplet was connected to the microbalance detector
of DCAT11 through a metal stick (Scheme 1). Before testing, the
substrate and the water droplet on the ring was not contacted.
Thirdly the adhesive force mode was selected and the measurement was started: the table with the substrate was motored to
move upward at a constant speed of 0.5 mm/s; after contacting
the water droplet (the force change exceeded the minimum value
detected by the microbalance), force values versus the moving distance would be recorded to give a force curve, during which the
substrate was driven upward at a speed of 0.05 mm/s for 0.1 mm;
afterwards, the substrate moved downward back to its original
status, which led to detachment between the substrate and the
water droplet; after total detachment (the force change was less
than the detectable value by the microbalance), the measurement
ended. The entire measuring process was recorded as Movie S1.

Supporting Information

Experimental Section
Materials and Instruments: The following chemicals and materials were used as purchased: PDMS prepolymer (Sylgand 184) and
its curing agent from Dow Corning, Midland, Michigan, America,
copper particles, iron particles and hydrochloric acid (w.t. 36%)
from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Beijing Co., Ltd., Beijing, China,
and motor-driven model ships (32.5 cm × 5.5 cm × 4.5 cm) from
ZT Model Co., Ltd., Hangzhou, China. A wood container acted as
the tank to test the sailing velocities of model ships and was commercially customized with dimensions of 6 m × 0.6 m × 0.3 m;
the inside walls were treated with a waterproof coating to prevent
water loss. No further surface modification was applied onto the
purchased copper or iron particles.
SEM measurements were performed with an EVO MA 25 at
20.0 kV. Photographs were taken using a Nikon camera (D5000),
CA values were obtained using an OCA15EC (DataPhysics Instruments GmbH, Filderstadt, Germany), and adhesive force measurements were collected by a dynamic CA measuring device and a
tensionmeter (DCAT11) from DataPhysics.
Fabrication of Superhydrophobic Surfaces: PDMS prepolymer
was mixed with a curing agent at a mass ratio of 10:1. After
removing the bubbles under vacuum, the viscous PDMS mixture
fluid was painted onto the exposed hull of the model ships, which
was maintained in air at room temperature for 10 min and then
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